
The Ultimate Packing list for all-inclusive travel

REMINDERS BEFORE YOU START PACKING:  MISCELLANEOUS
✅ Always check the airline’s rules for carry-on and checked bag allowance. ✅ Cash (lots of small bills for tipping)
✅ Passports – make sure it’s not expired, there are no tears, rips or dents ✅ Credit Cards
✅ Stop mail or arrange someone to pick it up ✅ Medications
✅ Your Passport & Travel Documents ✅ Any valuables (ie sunglasses, cameras)

✅ Check In 24 hours prior and sae your boarding pass
✅ Hand sanitizer + wipes

CLOTHING- Pack versatile options you’ll be able to mix and match, as well as dress up or down ✅ Beach Bag
✅ A Change of Clothes (something that could be worn to dinner) ✅ Book/Kindle
✅ Sundress(es) (day and night) ✅ Snacks – in case you like midnight snacks like me! 😉
✅ 2 bathing suits (one for carry-on) and coverup ✅ Gallon Ziplocks for wet clothes/bathing suit or for any liquids
✅ Lingerie/Pajamas ✅ Drawstring backpack for excursions
✅ Sunglasses (if they are designer, put them in your carry on!) ✅ Insulated travel mug like a Yeti to keep those drinks nice and cold
✅ Jewelry ✅ Ear plugs
✅ Hat/ Sun hat ✅ Sunscreen & lip balm
✅ Weather-appropriate clothing (mix + match is helpful) ✅ Bug Spray
✅ 1 pair of jeans, pants or leggings ✅ Aloe for sunburn
✅ Pair of shorts ✅ Aspirin
✅ Casual t-shirts or tanks ✅ Antacid
✅ 2 bathing suits (one for carry-on) ✅ Diarrhea medicine – yuck!
✅ Underwear ✅ Motion sickness medicine (patches, sea bands)
✅ Bras (strapless, sports and regular) ✅ Allergy medicine
✅ Day purse + night purse ✅ Ahem, contraceptives
✅ 1 pair of Sandals for dinner and flip-flops for the beach ✅ Phone charger
✅ 1 pair of Sneakers or walking shoes ✅ Band-aids

✅ Prescription glasses/contacts
TOILETRIES (resorts has most of the toietries but consider the following)
✅ Cosmetics
✅ Make-up remover – wipes are best!
✅ Deodorant
✅ Toothbrush + toothpaste
✅ Razors
✅ Nail clippers/nail file
✅ Tweezers
✅ Hair Conditioner - extra protection from the sun)
✅ Must-have hair products + appliances (careful, some countries don’t use our same outlets)

Enjoy!!!

✅  Light jacket or shawl – I always bring a shawl on the plane to use as a blanket 


